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Questions Answers
What are some of the virtual internship tasks that are being 
discussed for summer 2021?    

Not sure just yet. We will research and share what we find 
out. We welcome any ideas, suggestions, and comments.  

Chicago....of the 48 placements were all of them thru existing 
teams leaders back to their host companies...?

Some are.  Some are new firms.  Recruitment is done at the 
Luncheon. Companies that want to get involved are asked to 
provide an internship.  It's a great way to recruit new firms 
and students. 

How much staff time does the internship program on that 
scale take?

It depends on how many interns and how many companies.  
It does take quite a bit of time to organize. 

So, mentors and students will both automatically have 
accounts to acementortools.org? or will it require a separate 
signup?

They won't need a separate signup.  It will be similar to how 
the 'Behind the Scenes' used to be password protected. It will 
be accessed through the database. 

Can NY comment on how many students have come to these 
alumni events? (I'm wondering if a smaller affiliate can get the 
same kind of attendance/response)

About 50 students show up to the networking events. More 
show up for virtual. Yes, smaller affiliates have had alumni 
events and they have been successful. 

Is there way to find out if any of our students attend the ACE 
national events?

We can send the registration lists to you. 

Is this alumni program only in New York?
This is presented by the NY affiliate to share what they are 
doing with their alumni.  We hope that it helps with alumni 
outreach in all affiliates. 

Is there a way to find out if there is a local alumni group? 
Start in the ACE database.  Encourage your seniors to 
register as alumni. 


